Autumn Jubilee Quilt Along
Week 3 – Center Block and sashing

This week we make the center section of the quilt. You’ll need these pieces from your cutting step.

**Autumn Theme Scraps**
2-1/2-inch squares – 9
4-inch squares – 4

**Background (shown in cream)**
3-1/2-inch squares – 4
4-inch squares – 4

**Accent Color 3-1/2-Inch Strips - 4**

Using all 9 scrappy 2-1/2 inch squares, sew a nine patch.

Match four 4-inch scrappy squares with 4-inch background squares and make HSTs.

Arrange four 3-1/2-inch background squares with HST units and center nine patch unit as shown. Sew two HST units together for two sides, then attach to center nine patch. Sew remaining units in rows. Sew rows together and press.

Add sashing to star unit using 3-1/2 inch strips. Cut 2 at 12-1/2 inches long and attach to opposite sides. Cut remaining two sashing units 18-1/2 inches long and attach to remaining two sides.

See the blog post for detailed instructions and links to making half square triangles.

You will have this unit at the finish of this step. It should measure 18-1/2 inches square.
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